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1
Introduction
1.1 The RoboPol instrument
The RoboPol optical polarimeter, mounted on the 1.3m telescope of Skinaka’s Observatory in Crete, Greece, is an instrument that measures the linear polarization of point
sources (Ramaprakash et al. (2019)). It began operating in 2013 and has contributed
to numerous research projects since, including observations of blazars, galactic binaries
and white dwarfs, gamma-ray bursts, and the interstellar medium. The instrument’s
operating principle is that it splits the beam of incoming light in two retarders followed
by two Wollaston prisms and the final product is recorded by a CCD camera. Due
to the geometry of the setup, the final light pattern is that of a cross with a top and
bottom spot together with a spot on the left and a spot on the right, all originating
from the initial light beam. The graph in Figure 1.1 depicts the described pattern.

Figure 1.1: Graphical depiction of the way RoboPol splits the initial light beam to create
the four spots. (λ/2) are the wave plates and (WP) are the Wollaston prisms. Graph taken
from Ramaprakash et al. (2019)
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This design has the advantage of measuring the linear fractional Stokes parameters
q = Q/I and u = U/I in one exposure, reducing in that way errors caused by misalignment of the optical parts or by changes in the sky. Nevertheless, the multiplication of
the initial beam to four different light regions results in a larger occupied area and thus
produces an increase in background noise as well as a higher possibility of overlapping
sources. To solve this issue, a mask was placed to block excess light affecting the polarization of the source placed inside of it. The majority of polarization data used in
research today has been observed through the mask.

1.2 Artefacts outside the mask
RoboPol however, calculates the polarization of sources in two regions, across the field
and inside the mask, simultaneously. Due to its function, the mask provides an efficient
measurement of polarization for the source inside by eliminating any artefacts close to
it. On the contrary, for sources outside of the mask, things are different. Polarization
measurements can be easily contaminated in many ways, with overlapping stars, dust
specks on the CCD camera or on the telescope’s main lens or even with reflections of
extremely bright sources on the instrument’s prisms as the most common factors. In
particular, they are sensitive to fluctuations produced by these factors and consequently,
sources with distorted polarization can not have these measurements analysed further
and used. Because of these artefacts, stars outside of the mask have been considered
all together as bad data. This results in a much smaller sample of polarization data,
since sources observed inside the mask are far less than the rest. The need for more
data and automation in analysing them calls for a method that collects out-of-maskdata, removes sources with artefacts in a non time consuming way and reduces the
background noise produced by the area increase.
When observing a particular set of sources in the mask, they usually belong to a
certain region. As a result, every time one is observed, the sources across the field close
by are also observed. In this way, the instrument is given the chance to reevaluate
the polarization of sources outside of the mask, by measuring it again several different
times. Multiple measurements of a source give a higher overall accuracy for its value.
Using this methodology, the background noise will be reduced and thus, the polarization
measurements for these sources will become much more accurate.
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The problem of removing sources with artefacts has to be solved with an automated
and relatively fast system. It needs to be automated because the number of data taken
outside of the mask is huge. In addition, the process must be fast for a less time
consuming method. A great candidate for these conditions is a deep neural network.

1.3 Neural Networks coming to the
rescue
Neural networks are a type of machine learning algorithm that has been designed
to recognise patterns. They consist of artificial neurons (or nodes), positions where
computations will take place, that are loosely modeled around the neurons of a human
brain. Nodes have the capacity to transmit the input signal between them, "learning"
patterns in that way. On the edge of a node, a coefficient is assigned, and by combining
the input with these coefficients, the network determines the value of that input. These
coefficients are called weights and they get adjusted throughout the learning procedure.
A deep neural network has many layers (more than three including the input and output
layer) made from these nodes and every layer’s input is the last one’s output. As a
result, a deep network has the ability to recognise more complex patterns, due to the
various combinations and transmissions of the initial signal. The products of inputs
and weights are summed and are run through an activation function. This function
has the ability to decide on the significance of a signal as it exits from the last layer.
If it is considered as important, that layer has been activated. Neural networks can be
trained to group similar data together but most importantly, they can be trained to
classify data, given a labeled training sample of course. This function suits perfectly the
purpose of my thesis, since it can organize data in two categories, sources with artefacts
or not. Moreover, because the type of data is images, the best kind of algorithm is a
convolutional neural network (CNN). This type of network works primarily with images
by converting them into tensors and it does not require human supervision.
In their paper Paranjpye et al. (2020), created a convolutional neural network for the
detection of reflections in RoboPol images, in order to eliminate that artefact. It was
the first CNN to be used for polarimetric images. When light from a very bright source
enters the instrument, it gets reflected on the Wollaston prisms and the product falls on
the CCD camera. The resulting image is that of a bright source symmetrically mirrored
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on the other side of the image. It was chosen since it is a rather common artefact. The
CNN consisted of 8 layers, apart from the input-output layers and it trained for 100
epochs. During each epoch, the network goes through the whole dataset once. Their
network trained on a sample of 1761 images of sources taken outside of the mask, split
into 80% for the training procedure and 20% for the validation. As the network trains,
the weight parameters are updated and adjusted. Then, the validation set is applied
to evaluate how efficient those parameters are. The main difference between a training
and a validation sample is their influence on these weight parameters. The training set
provides the leaning material and with it, the network chooses corresponding weights.
Following that step, the validation set is applied on those weights as a new set (that
the network has not trained with) and its goal is to verify if the accuracy of the model
has increased for both validation and training sets. The validation set is useful for
checking if there is overfitting happening. If the training accuracy is increasing but the
validation accuracy is stable, then we have overfitted the network. Both sets mentioned
above are involved for training the network. The final model is evaluated on a test set.
This set consists of images taken out of the initial sample before the training begins.
Testing occurs in the end, when the final model is applied to the testing set. Because
this set is labeled, it can evaluate the accuracy of the model. To classify an image, the
model predicts the probability of source being a good one in the form of a non-integer
number between 0 and 1. By setting a threshold for this probability, we can decide on
the strictness of the classification. The training accuracy for Paranjpye et al. (2020)
network reached 90% whereas the validation accuracy an approximate 96%. These rates
are very promising and because the network is designed for RoboPol images, with some
alterations it could be used to detect other kinds of artefacts. Due to this conclusion,
for my thesis I used the neural network of Paranjpye et al. (2019) to detect blended
stars and dust artefacts.
I concentrated on the artefact of blends, given the fact that they most commonly
occur in out-of-the-mask data. A model was created and the training sample produced,
contained about 400 images. Before the training began, a pre-processing procedure
involving flipping and rotating the images was executed to increase the sample size. A
final sample of 1600 images for the blend model were used for training it.
The model for the blends was tested on the Polaris Flare data as a Sample of
Study, since the statistical methods of Panopoulou et al. (2015) were also applied
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on them. The goal of my thesis is to create an efficient model for the detection of
the artefacts mentioned above and to study its performance in comparison with the
statistical methods that have been tested before.
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2
The Neural Network that can
detect artefacts in polarimetric
images
2.1 Training the network
The main idea of the convolutional neural net created by Dhruv Paranjpye is for it to
be trained on a labeled dataset that consists only of two labels, artefact or good. The
initial dataset is split unequally in two parts, 80% for training and 20% for validation.
The CNN is in fact a deep neural network, consisting of three convolutional layers,
three max-pooling layers and two fully connected layers. This type of neural network
converts the input in to a tensor with shape (number of images) x (image height) x
(image width) x (image depth) in order to process it (Convolutional Neural NetworksWikipedia). Then, each neuron in the first hidden layer (first convolutional layer)
connects with a certain region of the input tensor and each connection corresponds to
a weight. The dimensions of the chosen region are defined by the size of a filter. The
filter slides through the input layer from left to right until all of the regions have been
scanned and convolved, creating the first convolutional layer. A similar procedure is
applied for the first max-pooling layer. For this layer, the corresponding filter defines a
region of neurons and takes the largest values. By scanning from left to right, it creates
the first max-pooling layer. These steps carry on until they reach the fully connected
layers, that connect the whole thing together to produce an output. This process is
illustrated in Figure 2.1.
During the training procedure, the network’s job is to create a way to classify an
input image. The only resources it has are the images from the training dataset (input)
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and their labels, but a correlation must be created between them without directly using
those labels. This is not a fitting procedure, the algorithm must find the correlation by
itself, without any "help" (unsupervised learning).

Figure 2.1: The networked broken down into layers. The dimensions as well as the filter
sizes can be seen under each layer. Graph taken from Paranjpye et al. (2019)

Specifically, the network trains itself to solve the linear equation ai ∗ wi = xi (1),
where ai are the input data, wi are the coefficients that are determined by the network
and xi are the guesses. It takes turns using the training and validation sets to estimate
and evaluate the weights.
In the beginning, weight coefficients are assigned randomly. Then, the network
uses the data from the validation set in equation (1) as the ai vector, to compute
the guesses xi . With the known labels of this set, and consequently the known "right
answers", it sets a baseline for the efficiency of the model, measuring the differences
between the guesses and the real labels. After that, it inserts data from the training
sample in to equation (1) and together with these initial random weights, it computes
xi and finds the errors. An error is the difference between the true label and the
guess, and depending on how much a weight contributes to this error, the network
makes adjustments to the wi . The weights are assigned to each neuron and each
connection between neurons in different layers, which means that the computations
described take place numerous times throughout the training procedure. This accounts
for the network being a deep neural network. The goal is to minimize the errors and
maximize the efficiency. The designed network has 100 epochs and during each one,
the training algorithm goes through the procedure above for the whole data sample.
To minimize the running time, the sample is divided in 4 batches for each iteration.
Also, data augmentation is applied during training to increase efficiency and account
for inaccuracies in centering etc. In each epoch, the training set is flipped horizontally
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and vertically together with a 90 degree rotation. The validation and training sets are
then normalized to [0,1] by dividing by 255, the maximum value of an 8 bit image.
In the end of an epoch, the validation sample goes through the model again and the
efficiency of that iteration is computed.

2.2 Evaluating the model
The performance of the model can be summarized by the confusion matrix and the
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. The confusion matrix can show what
errors were made by the training algorithm, using the final model, that is the final set
of weight coefficients, on the validation set. After the total efficiency is calculated,
the confusion matrix uses the known labels for the set and computes the true or false
positives and true or false negatives. The results are usually displayed as shown in
Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3 has two parts, the initial matrix and then the normalised matrix,
where the data is normalised to show the rate of sources correctly or falsely classified as
one of the two labels. This is a very helpful way to visualise the model’s performance.
The ROC curve is a way to display the comparison between the good and bad
predictions made by the model. It is displayed as a graph where on the x-axis we have
the false positive rate and on the y-axis we have the true positive rate. A perfect ROC
curve has a false positive rate of 0 and a correct positive rate of 1 and can be seen
in Figure 2.4. This curve is characterized by the classification done by the network,
and therefore by the output of the model. This output is a decimal number between
0 and 1 that can be translated to a percentage. For the model to be able to perform
a classification given this output, a threshold should be established to indicate the
baseline for each class. The threshold was set at 0.5, meaning that a source with the
probability of being a good star higher than the value of the threshold was indeed
classified as a good star.
An important value is the area under the ROC curve (AUC). This parameter shows
how well can the model distinguish between the two classes. We are aiming for an
AUC over 0.5 of course and if that value could be around 0.9, the performance of the
network would be considered outstanding.
The evaluation of the classifier depends on three more quantities, precision, recall
and F1 score, given in the equations bellow.
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TP
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
TP + FN
2T P
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
=
F 1score =
precision + recall
2T P + F P + F N
P recision =

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

Precision measures how many items in a class are correctly classified, whereas recall
measures how many items from the same true class have been correctly classified.
The F1 score measures the accuracy of the classifications. Seeing that these are quite
intertwined and confusing terms, in Figure 2.2 there is an illustration representing
them.
Last but not least, the final model is tested on a separate dataset. This sample is
extracted from the initial dataset, before the training begins and it does not need to
be very big. The goal is to reach a high enough efficiency at this step, close to the
validation efficiency as it can get.
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Figure 2.2: Artist representation of the Precision-Recall terms.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall .
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Graph taken from
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Figure 2.3: Example of a Confusion Matrix. On the left, we have the initial matrix,
whereas on the right, its values have been normalized to sum to 1.

Figure 2.4: The perfect ROC curve.
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Creating the training sample
3.1 The database for the collection of
RoboPol images
To create an efficient model like the one described in the sections before, a fundamental
component is that of the training sample. To create this dataset, I followed the method
that Paranjpye et al. (2019) used for their network, since I am using that design. The
sample must consist of images of each one of the four spots that RoboPol creates for a
star. Robopol transforms the light from a star to a cross-like shape consisting of four
spots at the top of each line. From this alteration of the initial image, the area of a star
is increased and as a result the area where a possible artefact could be is also increased.
This means that the network should be able to read each spot separately in order to
classify each of them in a different way, if needed.
A database was created by Dr. Dmitry Blinov and it contained a large sum of
RoboPol data in the form of Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) images. The
web-based platform served images of stars outside the mask providing the opportunity
to visually classify each one of the four spots with an artefact independently. The
platform allows the user to view one star at a time and move on to the next one by
refreshing the page. It consists of five parts: a field image of the star in the four-spot
view that RoboPol creates, a flat field of the area with the star’s coordinates, a graph
of the growth curves for the area around each spot, a histogram concerning the pixels
on the background of the spots and finally the classification panel with eight options for
artefacts. Growth curves (GC) show the number of counts as the aperture increases,
moving from the center of each spot. A correct GC of a good spot should show an
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increase as the aperture increases until the point where the spot is exceeded. There,
the curve should flatten and stabilize.
By skimming through many Robopol images, the artefacts that kept coming up
were blended stars and dust specks situated on spots. For this reason, the models
created for my thesis focus on those two artefacts. In the next section I will elaborate
on the method of classifying stars for each one of the three options (good, blend, dust)
to create the training sample, together with some real examples.

3.1.1 Classification methodology
For the creation of the training sample, the web page that was used is presented in
Figure 3.5 (end of Section 3). Surrounding each spot there are three apertures. The
classification is directly linked to the area inside the smallest aperture (the red circle)
since that area is statistically the closest to the spot of the star.

Figure 3.1: Two examples of good stars. For both stars we observe that in the red
apertures the spots stand on their own on the left panel and on the right panel, there are
no significant dust specks. In between the blue and green circle we measure the background
noise.

For a spot to be classified as good, the area inside the red aperture must be clear
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of everything, except the spot itself (Figure 3.1). In that way, it is certain that the
polarization measurements taken for that spot are not affected by any other object or
source. If all four spots are classified as good, the star that they belong to has a valid
polarization and it is a valuable measurement that can be used further.

Figure 3.2: An example of the Growth Curve for blended spots. On the right we see the
field image of the star where the top and bottom spots are blended with another source.
On the left, the equivalent GC can be seen and sure enough, there is a sudden increase
that is not really observed for the left and right spots. In between the blue and green circle
we measure the background noise.

A spot is classified as a blend when another source is in very close proximity. The
effect is significant if this other source is inside the red aperture and even more so if the
spot and the secondary source are overlapping. For the classification of this artefact,
there is a strong correlation with the shape of the GC concerning that particular spot.
Usually, if there is another source affecting the photometric measurements of the spot,
the GC will show a sudden increase of counts after the purple vertical line (Figure 3.2).
This line corresponds to the red aperture. If the GC of the spot shows no difference,
in comparison with those of the other spots, the secondary source might not have such
a significant effect. Therefore, the classification of blends is depends from both the
field image and the GC. Both factors were taken into account for the creation of the
blended stars sample. In Figure 3.3 you can see some distinct examples of good stars
and blended stars.
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3.2 Training samples and data
augmentation
Using the database and the web interface described in Section 3.1, three initial samples
(good spots, blended spots, dusty spots) were created. Their contents were 64x64 pixel
cutouts of the spots with the corresponding classes. The cutouts were produced by
sectioning the Robopol image of a star into four 64x64 pixel images, with each spot’s
coordinates at the center of the squares. The samples for the good and the blended
spots consisted of 200 cutouts each. From the above, a training sample was created,
using good and blended spots. Roughly ten images from each class were kept in a
different directory to be used as testing samples. In conclusion, the training sample for
the model detecting blends had 400 images.
This is a relatively small sample size, especially for a deep network. The network
might be designed to apply a data augmentation during training but that procedure
only circles around the same data. By training the network with only 400 images and
no extra data augmentation, the validation accuracy for detecting blended artefacts
reached a 75%. This is not a promising result, given that the model for the reflections
reached a 96% accuracy. To fix this issue, the OpenCv python package was used to
rotate by 90 degrees clockwise and counterclockwise and to flip vertically each one of
those images (separately for each training sample). These alterations have no effect on
the classifications of the images, since they only change the orientation of the artefactspot, leaving the relative distance between them the same (Figure 3.4). Consequently
the new training sample is four times the size of the original one (e.g. 1600 images, 800
of good spots and 800 for spots with artefacts for the blends sample), a size that could
be acceptable for the needs of the training procedure. By applying this pre-processing
to the data, the accuracy of the network for blend artefacts increased by almost 27%.
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Figure 3.3: A sample from the datasets used to train the network.
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Figure 3.4: Data augmentation applied on a blended spot cutout. The second image is
the original, and above, if we observe the tiny secondary source, we can see the 90 degree
rotation clockwise, counter clockwise and the vertical flip all in that order.
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Figure 3.5: An example from the web page used to classify stars and create the data
sample. On the top part of the image, left we see the filed image of a star and on the
right the flat field of that region. The photometric circles indicate where the spots are. In
between the blue and green circle we measure the background noise. On the bottom part
first we have the GCs (left) and the histograms (right) and then the classification panel
with 8 different options for artefacts. For the purposes of this thesis, only three options
were used.
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4
The model
4.1 CNN model for blended stars
Following the classification and augmentation processes, 1600 images (800 for blended
spots and 800 for good spots) were inserted into the network. The training was conducted as analysed in Section 2 and it took about one hour to be completed. In Figure
4.1 the change in the accuracy from the training and the validation set as the epochs
are progressing can be observed. The accuracy of both the training and validation
procedures is seen to increase rapidly as the epochs progress.

Figure 4.1: The diagram above shows the accuracy’s development as the epochs progress.
We can see a clear increase in both validation and training, with the curves finally passing
the threshold of 0.9

The ROC curve and the confusion matrix for the model can also be seen bellow in
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Figures 4.2 and 4.3. From the AUC and the normalised matrix, we observe that the
apparent accuracy of the model is about 94% in predicting stars correctly and 83%
in predicting artefacts correctly. Since our goal is to obtain more stars with useful
polarization data, we want the network to be excellent at detecting good stars, even if
there is a small false positive rate. If the threshold was increased to a number closer to
1, the false positive rate could decrease, because of the stricter classification.

Figure 4.2: The ROC curve for the model regarding the blend artefact. The curve is very
similar to Figure 2.3, even though it still needs perfection.

For testing the model, 22 images were used (11 with artefacts and 11 with stars).
The model was used on these images, separately for each class to see how well it does in
each category. The results are displayed in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 (one with artefacts and
predictions and one with stars and predictions). At the top of each image the predicted
label is printed and 1 stands for spot with artefact, whereas 0 stands for good spot.
The model calculates the probability for the spot being a good one for each image. If
the value of this probability exceeds the 0.5 threshold, the spot is classified as a good
one (no artefact detected). As seen in Figure 4.4 , the model predicts 10 images of
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Figure 4.3: The Confusion Matrix for the blend model.

artefacts correctly and only one incorrectly. In addition, it has the same rates on the
predictions for the test set of good star images.
Incorrect predictions as blend artefacts can occur if the spot is quite bright and as
a result the secondary source does not affect the pixel counts. In addition, incorrect
predictions as good stars may happen if a secondary source (maybe one of the spots
of another star) is in the 64x64 square cutout. In these cases, the model was observed
giving false labels to the images.

Figure 4.4: The images above were used to test the model on blended spots. On the top
of every image the label that was given by the model is displayed.
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Figure 4.5: The images above were used to test the model on good spots. On the top of
every image the label that was given by the model is displayed.
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Sample of Study
In their paper Panopoulou et al. (2015) created a method based on statistics, to clear
out RoboPol data samples from blended stars and dust. They tested this method on the
Polaris Flare dataset (PF) that contains images taken from the Skinakas Observatory
from August to November 2013. The conclusions of their work on eliminating blends
can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Figure 7 from Panopoulou et al. (2015). The two diagrams depict polarization
in % compared to polarization angle. On the left panel we see the initial dataset and on
the right we see new sample that has been "cleaned" from blended stars.

Figure 5.1 displays the PF data before and after the blended stars are cleared off. We
can see that most stars that are missing from the right panel had polarization angles of
±90o , ±45o and 0o . This result can be derived from the mathematical expression of the
Electric Vector Polarization Angle (EVPA) which is described in equations (5),(7),(8)
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of Panopoulou et al. (2015), where Ni is the number of photons in the ith spot:
1
u
χ = tan−1
2
q

(5.1)

q=

N1 − N0
N1 + N0

(5.2)

u=

N3 − N2
N3 + N2

(5.3)

If there is a secondary source affecting one of vertical spots the spots, e.g. N1 << N0
then |u| << |q| and χ = 0o , ±90o . If the secondary source is affecting one of the
horizontal spots, then N2 << N3 then |q| << |u| and χ = ±45o .
To assess the performance of the CNN model for blended stars, we applied it to the
same PF data. The goal is to recreate Figure 5.1. Indeed, after the model calculated
the probability for each image to contain a star, we set the classification threshold at 60
and removed the stars classified as blends from the total dataset. We set the threshold
at this value to get a stricter cut, since we want to have the cleanest sample we can
get. Then, we plotted the remaining stars and got the graphs in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Plots of polarization fraction compared to the polarization angle of the PF
data before and after the removal of blends chosen by the model.

In the right panel of Figure 5.2 we can observe the results after cleaning up the data
from blended stars. The final sample has been significantly cut down to 884 stars from
the initial 15009. This is a good indication for the efficiency of the model together with
the fact that most of the stars on the 0, ±45, ±90 degree axes, that are considered as
blends, have been removed. These results signify that the model has been successful.
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Conclusions and Future work
6.1 Results
From this project we can derive that Convolutional Neural Networks work really well
with astronomical images. More importantly, they were able to detect artefacts in
RoboPol images and therefore distinguish the good stars from the contaminated ones,
in the case of blended stars.
For the blended stars, we created a model that detects them with more than an
90% accuracy. We tested the model on real data and after comparing its performance
with that of the statistical methods, the results are really good. The initial dataset is
reduced by almost 94%. In addition, the data that get classified as blends by the model
follow the known pattern of being on the 0, ±45, ±90 degree axes of the polarization
fraction-polarization angle plot. Still, the final PF data sample could be further reduced
if the classification threshold was set at a stricter value. Together with the optimization
of the model for dust, this can be considered as future work on the project.

6.2 Future work
As a second test on the neural network elimination method, we tried to detect dust
specks. To create a data sample, we implemented the procedure described in Section
3. The artefact of dust is classified in a different way. Dust specks (on the surface of
the primary lens of the telescope or front lens of the instrument) are crescent-shaped
(Figure 6.1) and are found in different sizes. The GCs play an important role but are
not prerequisites for this classification. As a primary factor, larger and darker dust
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specks inside the red aperture or even directly on the spot were searched for on the flat
images. In addition, if the GC for that spot had a negative slope after the vertical line,
it was an indication to the correctness of the classification of the artefact as that of
dust. In some situations the GC showed no change in its slope, but this could signify
that the source is bright enough for the counts not to be affected by a dust speck. For
this reason, the GCs were used as a secondary factor.

Figure 6.1: A flat image from the region of a star. From the photometric circles we
observe that the crescent-shaped dust speck is directly on the top spot and will affect its
polarization.

The final dust sample contained 123 cutouts. After applying the augmentation preprocess, the training sample for the model detecting dust had 246 images. There is a
big difference between the sample sizes because significant dust specks sitting at the
right position (directly on spots or inside the red apertures) are very rare compared
with the blends.

6.2.1 CNN model for dusty stars
To detect dust specks sitting on spots, after creating a classified sample and putting it
through the augmentation process, the final training sample consisting of 492 images
was inserted into the network. After the training process was completed, the training
and validation accuracies evolved as seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: The diagram above shows the accuracy’s development as the epochs progress.
We can see a clear increase in both validation and training, with the curves reaching the
value of 0.75.

Following, the ROC curve and the confusion matrix are demonstrated in Figures 6.3
and 6.4. From the figures bellow, for this model we have an AUC of 78%. In addition,
the confusion matrix shows that the model makes correct predictions for stars with a
76% accuracy and for dust artefacts with 73%. These percentages are not promising.
The model nonetheless was tested on a set of 9 images for each class. Likewise with
Section 4.1, in Figures 6.5, 6.6 we observe cutouts of test spots (6.5 for good spots and
6.6 for dusty spots) with the label predicted by the model on the top of each image.
For the predictions, the same threshold as for the blends was used. What is interesting
with these figures is that the model makes better predictions for artefacts (6 out of 9
correct) than for stars (4 out of 9 correct) in contrast with the data from the confusion
matrix. This could maybe be corrected if the threshold had a stricter value.
The dust artefact is more complex than blended stars because the significance of a
dust speck compared to the intensity of a spot can not always be detected from GC’s.
For this reason, the classification process could not be 100% accurate. Also, for the
training of the network, cutouts made from the field images were used, where the dust
specks are not visible. In contrast, flat fields because of their uniform illumination,
could be a better way too train a network to detect dust. If the network was trained
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Figure 6.3: The ROC curve for the model regarding the dust artefact. The curve is quite
uneven.

with flat field cutouts, then when the model would be applied to a flat field, it would
find the regions with significant dust specks and it would classify stars situated on those
regions as bad stars. With enough time to create a big enough sample of flat images,
this model could be perfected.
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Figure 6.4: The Confusion Matrix for the dust model.

Figure 6.5: The images above were used to test the model on dusty spots. On the top of
every image the label that was given by the model is displayed.

Figure 6.6: The images above were used to test the model on good spots. On the top of
every image the label that was given by the model is displayed.
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